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Abstract— Objective: In teleoperated robot-assisted
tasks, the user interacts with manipulators to finely
control remote tools. Manipulation of robotic devices,
characterized by specific kinematic and dynamic
proprieties, is a complex task for the human sensorimotor
system due to the inherent biomechanical and neuronal
redundancies that characterize the human arm and its
control. We investigate how master devices with different
kinematics structures and how different task constraints
influence users capabilities in exploiting arm redundancy.
Methods: A virtual teleoperation workbench was designed
and the arm kinematics of seven users was acquired during
the execution of two planar virtual tasks, involving either
the control of position only or position-orientation of a
tool. Using the UnControlled Manifold Analysis of arm joint
variability we estimated the logarithmic ratio between task
irrelevant and the task relevant manifolds (Rv). Results: The
Rv values obtained in the position-orientation task were
higher than in the position only task while no differences
were found between the master devices. A modulation
of Rv was found through the execution of the position
task and a positive correlation was found between task
performance and redundancy exploitation. Conclusion:
Users exploited additional portions of arm redundancy
when dealing with the tool orientation. The Rv modulation
seems influenced by the task constraints and by the users
possibility of reconfiguring the arm position. Significance:
This work advances the general understanding of the
exploitation of arm redundancy in complex tasks, and can
improve the development of future robotic devices.
Index Terms— Redundancy exploitation, teleoperation,
uncontrolled manifold (UCM)
I. INTRODUCTION
NOWADAYS, teleoperated robotic systems are employedin many different fields, ranging from handling of haz-
ardous materials, dangerous area explorations, precise manu-
facturing and surgery. Among the other applications of this
technology, teleoperated Robot-Assisted Minimally Invasive
Surgery (RAMIS) has seen a substantial growth over the last
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decade thanks to its several advantages with respect to standard
minimally invasive surgery (MIS) [1]. While teleoperating,
users (i.e. surgeons) interact with master devices to control
slave instruments that directly interact with the environment
(i.e. tissue). This architecture offers improvements compared
to open and standard techniques, such as high precision thanks
to hand motion scaling and tremor filtering. In addition, it
provides teleoperators with an ergonomic and comfortable
setup, and wristed robotic tools allow for high dexterity and an
intuitive mapping of hand to end-effector movements [2]–[5].
Multiple studies focused on the analysis of the relation
between teleoperators and master devices, and explored differ-
ent control methods ranging from keyboards, robotic devices,
and optical hand tracking; these studies monitored clinically
relevant performance metrics [6]–[8]. However, teleoperation
represents a complex motor control task, and forces the
users to acquire new skills to fully take advantage of this
technology [9]–[11]. The human motor control system is
characterized by multiple degrees of redundancy (kinematic,
kinetic, sensory and neuronal). This redundancies allow for
one of the characteristics of a healthy human movement:
variability, which translates into multiple unique neural and
motor patterns to solve the same motor task [12]. Instead of
freezing the arm joints in the same solutions, experts exploit
this redundancy, and use this variability in their arm joints
to increase performance. To develop intuitive teleoperation
systems and controllers, and to further understand redundancy
exploitation in the human arm, it is beneficial to model
the exploitation of arm kinematic and kinetic redundancy in
different teleoperation and manipulation conditions [13], [14].
Multiple studies tried to assess how the Central Nervous
System (CNS) solves the ill-posed problems of inverse kine-
matics and inverse dynamics by reducing degrees of freedom
[15]. The most common approach to solve the redundancy
has been the definition of kinematic and kinetic cost functions
that guide the CNS in planning the best joint trajectories
[16]–[18]. In these models, the inherent redundancy is solved
by replacing the behavioral goal with the specific desired
trajectory that better fits the cost function. These models
require as input a detailed description of the unique and
planned joint trajectories predefined by the CNS. However,
the existence of variable equally valid solutions to multiple
tasks involving motor redundancy, exposed the limit of these
models [19].
To account for this variability in the kinematic solutions,
2Todorov and Jordan proposed optimal feedback control as
a theory of movement coordination. In this framework, the
optimal solution is achieved online with a feedback control
that uses all the time-varying feedback available to correct only
those deviations that interfere with the task goals [20]. A goal-
oriented performance criterion together with a regularization
term that minimizes control effort is defined, and the move-
ment details are automatically filled by searching the control
policy that achieves the best performance [21]. Similarly,
Gelfand and Latash defined the principle of abundance for
which families of solutions are generated by the CNS by co-
varying elemental variables so that no differences are induced
in the output task space [22]. , Instead of being considered
as a burden they proposed the role of motor redundancy
in achieving high performance while minimizing the control
effort [23].
Several methods were proposed to quantify the level of re-
dundancy exploitation by evaluating the variability distribution
in geometrically defined subspaces [24]–[26]. The Tolerance
Noise Covariation (TNC) principle describes how humans
cope with the neuromotor noise and decompose variability into
exploitation of task tolerance, stochastic noise, and covariation
between variables. In the TNC, the Task Irrelevant Subspace,
or Manifold (TIM), is entirely defined in the task space and,
therefore, it requires an analytical model of the task dynamics.
Thanks to the task dependent definition of the TIM, the
TNC has been used to estimate how the three components
of variance change during the learning process [24]. Another
performance analysis of redundancy exploitation is represented
by the Goal Equivalent Manifold (GEM) [25], [26]. The GEM
is presented as the set of possible task solution strategies
that arise from the theoretical definition of a goal function.
Through this analysis, the sensitivity of task space errors to
joint space perturbations can be estimated along with the
degree of alignment between body variability and the GEM.
Similarly to the TNC, the GEM is defined in the task space,
thus requiring an in-depth knowledge of the task dynamics.
A powerful tool for the estimation of redundancy exploita-
tion when the task dynamics is unknown and an analytical
model that describes the task space is absent, is the Uncon-
trolled Manifold (UCM) analysis [27]. In this framework, the
TIM definition is based on the average experimental control
variables trajectories, allowing the extension of performance
evaluation to those fields where there is no a-priori knowledge
of the task goal. Within the UCM framework, in accordance
with the Minimum Intervention Principle (MIP) [20], humans
control and limit the variability aligned with the task related
manifold (TRM) while leaving unrestrained the task-irrelevant
(TIM) variability that has no effect on the task performance.
For linear systems, the TIM can be computed as the null space
of the matrix that relates control variables to task variables.
For nonlinear systems, an approximation of the TIM can be
computed as the null space of the linearized relation between
control variables and task variables. Instead of analytical
linearization, a linear relation can also be estimated from
sampled data by means of linear regression approximation
[28].
Recently, Sternad et al. [29] demonstrated that the UCM
analysis is sensitive to the choice of the coordinates that are
used to define the task related and unrelated manifolds. An
elegant solution to this problem was recently proposed [30],
but it was only applied to static tasks to date. In this study,
we focus on dynamic tasks in which the structure of the GEM
is not well-defined. Therefore, in spite of its limitations, we
chose to employ the UCM, and we discuss the limitations in
depth in the discussion section.
The UCM analysis was adopted to study a large variety
of tasks such as reaching movements [27], bimanual pointing
[31], stone knapping [32] and isometric finger force exertion
[33]. Recently, it was employed in robotic teleoperation [34]
to discriminate between expert and novice teleoperators and
investigate the effect of teleoperation manipulator dynamics
on redundancy exploitation. Nisky et al. showed how expert
teleoperators exploited their arm kinematic redundancy more
than novices and especially when teleoperating. However, this
study only focused on simple point-to-point reach movements,
and compared a single teleoperation manipulator to freehand.
In RAMIS, many tasks involve movement along curved
paths and a control of the orientation of the master manipulator
and the surgical instruments [35]–[37]. Quantifying the control
of orientation was recently shown to be promising for assess-
ment of surgical skills [36], [37]. Only few previous studies
analyzed how tasks that require control of orientation affected
motor redundancy exploitation using the UCM approach, [38],
[39]. For example, Morrison et al. recently showed how golfers
used different levels of redundancy exploitation through the
golf swing execution, and that they favored the control of the
golf clubhead orientation rather than its position. The control
of orientation during fine manipulation tasks is yet to be fully
understood, and in the studies that focused on orientation, the
redundancy exploitation that is associated with the position or
orientation are analyzed in isolation [31], [37]–[41]
In this study, to address the aforementioned gaps, we
employ the UCM framework to analyze how the characteristics
of the task, in form of different levels of curvature, may
influence the coordination of variability in the control variables
throughout the tasks execution. We also seek to understand
how users prioritized the control of position and orientation in
a combined path and orientation tracing task. We designed two
tracing in virtual teleoperation. The tasks involve different task
space dimensions and natures: we compared the exploitation of
redundancy during the execution of a two-dimensional planar
position tracing with the exploitation of redundancy during the
execution of a three-dimensional planar task, in which both
the position and the orientation of a virtual tool had to be
controlled.
Our hypotheses are the following:
(HP1) Users may maximize the task redundancy exploita-
tion in face of high complexity portions of the trajectory.
(HP2) The mechanical, dynamic and work space differences
between a hybrid parallel/serial link (Sigma) and a serial link
(Omni) master device would modify novice users’ capabilities
of exploiting the arm redundancy.
(HP3) Mixed position-orientational task constraints may
influence users capabilities in exploiting arm redundancy.
3Fig. 1. The two virtual tasks that were developed. In T2D (A) users
were required to follow an eight-shaped path controlling a virtual stylus




Two tasks were developed in a virtual reality scenario
(Vrep, Coppelia Robotics, Zurich, Switzerland) to challenge
users with different task goals and complexities. Users were
asked to precisely follow a path at a self defined comfortable
speed (tracing task) and, for both tasks, an eight-shaped path
was chosen. The path was modeled as half of the cloverleaf
motions presented by Levit-Binnun et al. [42].
1) Task 2D (T2D): Users were requested to follow the path
with a virtual stylus tool (Fig. 1A). They started from
an initial position (green dot in Fig. 1A) and moved first
counter-clockwise, then straight crossing the intersection
in the middle, finally in a clock-wise direction to return
to the starting position. To compensate for the absence
of tridimensional depth perception, the path color turned
green when the tool-tip of the stylus was within ±
20mm from the plane where the trajectory lied or red
otherwise. Users were required to precisely minimize
the x-y distance between the tool tip and the path while
avoiding to excessively stray way from the task plane.
Since an intuitive and immediate visual feedback was
present for the x-y errors only, due to the lack of 3D
perception, only these task dimensions were considered
in the UCM analysis (dtask,T2D = 2, see Fig. 2.B).
2) Task 3D (T3D): Users were required to follow the same
path while also orienting the cylindrical tool tip along
the path, as shown in Fig. 1B. The tool end-effector
had to slide over the shape fitted path starting from the
green dot (Fig. 1.B.1). Due to the structure of the master
devices (see Section II-B), to twist the virtual tool, users
had to rotate their wrist while maintaining fingers’ grip
over the handle of the devices fixed. After flexing the
wrist until the central intersection was reached (Fig.
1.B.2), users had to extend it to reach the top left. At the
upper open end of the path (red dot in (Fig. 1.B.2), the
users had to reposition the tool end-effector on the shape
fitted path (see Fig. 1.B.3). Similarly, the users had to
reach the lower open end (Fig. 1.B.4) to complete the
task.
The same color feedback as in T2D was adopted. In T3D
the task space is composed of two positional (x,y) and
one rotational (α) element, therefore dtask,T3D = 3 (see
Fig. 2.B).
B. Master devices
The virtual teleoperation tasks were implemented using two
master devices: a 6+1 DoFs hybrid parallel/serial link haptic
interface (Sigma) and a 6 DoFs serial links haptic interface
(Omni).
1) Hybrid Parallel/Serial master device (Sigma): The Force
Dimension Sigma7 (Force Dimension, Nyon, Switzer-
land) was used as Sigma and it’s characterized by six
degrees of freedom plus an active grasping control (see
Fig. 2.A.2). The master device is gravity compensated,
has a resolution of 0.0015 mm and 0.013 deg and its
workspace can be approximated to an elliptical dome
with radiuses of 190x130 mm. The master device con-
troller, based on a Linux API, sampled the gripper
position and orientation at 1kHz.
2) Serial Link master device (Omni): A Phantom Omni (3D
Systems, South Carolina, USA) was used as Omni (see
Fig. 2.A.3). Controlled by a stylus end effector, within
the parallelepipedal workspace of 160x120x70 mm, the
device is characterized by a resolution of 0.055 mm.
Omni’s position and orientation not gravity compensated
controller ran at 500Hz.
C. Acquisition framework
The kinematics of the user was acquired using two localiza-
tion devices: the thorax position was acquired using an optical
localization system (see Fig. 2.A.4) (Vicra, Northern Digital,
Ontario, Canada, 20Hz sampling rate, 0.25 mm position Root
Mean Squared Error) using three passive retroreflective mark-
ers attached to the right and left acromions and next to the
jugular notch (see Fig. 2.A.5).
The arm, forearm and hand positions were acquired using an
electromagnetic localization system (see Fig. 2.A.6) (Aurora,
Northern Digital, Ontario, Canada, 30Hz sampling rate, 0.48
mm and 0.3 deg position and orientation RMSE, dome shaped
field with a radius of approximately 500mm) and three 6-DoF
1.8x9 mm electromagnetic sensors (see Fig. 2.A.7).
The electromagnetic 6-DoF markers were used to generate
2 virtual markers for each body segment and they were placed
at recognizable body landmarks calibrated on the users’ elbow,
wrist and hand in a pre-acquisition phase. The two acquisition
systems were then registered to the same reference frame using
an Hand Eye calibration approach [43].
4Fig. 2. A. The experimental setup: user performs the tasks while looking at a flat screen (1) and teleoperating with the hybrid parallel/serial link
master device (Sigma - 2) or using the serial link master device (Omni - 3). The thorax movements are recorded using an optic camera (4) with
three retroreflecting markers (5) while the arm kinematics is acquired with an electromagnetic tracker (6) and 6DoFs markers (7). The shoulder
reference frame (8) is grossly aligned with the VR one (9). B. In the magnifying box, T2D and T3D task spaces. C. OpenSim model used for the
inverse kinematics. In blue the seven degrees of freedom (1, 2 7) and in red the virtual markers set-up: Left and Right Acromium (LA, RA), Breast
Bone (BB) for the thorax, Lateral and Medial Elbow (LE, ME) for the arm, Lateral and Medial Wrist for the forearm (LW, MW), Lateral and Medial
Hand (LH, MH) for the hand orientation.
D. Experimental protocol
Seven healthy right handed users were recruited (4 female
and 3 male, mean age 23 ± 1.5 y.o.) and provided informed
written consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
The users sat in front of a desk, where a 2D monitor (see
Fig. 2.A.1) was laid as flat as possible to be approximately
parallel to the plane in which the tasks were performed (see
Fig. 2.A.9). The seat position and height were adjusted for
each user to achieve the best personal comfort and interface
with the master devices. Users were instructed to find their
own trade-off between precision and execution speed during
the execution of the tasks, that were performed with both
master devices for each user.
For each user, the experiment order was randomized so
that users performed 10 repetitions of a randomly selected
experiment before moving to the next one.
E. Joint angle estimation
The users’ arm was modeled as three rigid segments and
7 degrees of freedom. The shoulder joint was modeled as a
ball and socket joint, comprising abduction-adduction, flexion-
extension and external-internal rotation of the forearm. The
elbow was modeled as a single flexion-extension DoF while
the wrist joint consists in three DoFs: pronation-supination,
flexion-extension, abduction-adduction [44].
To estimate the arm joint configuration, OpenSim’s inverse
kinematics and a widely adopted upper limb musculoskeletal
model were adopted [45]–[47]. Raw marker movements were
filtered (recursive 2nd order Butterworth filter with cut-off
frequency 6Hz) and static acquisitions were used to scale the
model to fit the users’ arm and thorax dimensions. The offline
inverse kinematics algorithm takes as input each frame of the
acquired markers positions and finds the best joint vector q







‖pacqk − pvirtk (q)‖2] (1)
With q vector of joint angles, pacqk is the acquired 3D position
of the kth marker, pvirtk (q) is the position of the corresponding
virtual marker on the model that depends on the vector of joint
angles q and K is the number of markers.
F. Uncontrolled Manifold Analysis
To analyze the coordination between the arm joint angles
and the task execution, we adopted the Uncontrolled Manifold
Analysis (UCM) [48]. To evaluate the stability of joint angles
around the time-varying reference path, we first computed the
trial-to-trial variability around an average path. We assume
that, for each user, task, and master device, the same arm state
is defined by the CNS as a kinematic strategy to follow the
space-normalized path [49]. While we do not know what the
real reference path is, and whether such reference exists in the
motor system, for the sake of the analysis, these reference joint
and task space trajectories were estimated from the between-
trials average path.
First, to account for the between-user and between-trial
variability in the task execution speed, the kinematic data
from the inverse kinematic algorithm (θu,n,m,r) was space-
normalized using the curvilinear abscissa of the path [s]. All
the task trials among the different users were re-sampled at the
same number of equally-spaced samples that was equal to the
number of frames of the shorter trial. Then, the between-trials
average trajectories and the variability around them could be






where θu,n,m,r[s] represents the joint angles vector for the
uth user (u = 1 : U,U = 7), nth task (n = T2D, T3D),
mth master device (m = Sigma,Omni), rth trial (r = 1 :
N,N = 10) at the sth space-normalized sample (s = 0:1)
solution of the inverse kinematics algorithm, and θ¯u,n,m[s]
represents the average (across the N repetitions of the same
task) joint angles vector at the sth space-normalized sample.
The joint-space dimension djoints = 7 is the number of joints
in our model of the arm.
For small deviations from the average path, the joint kine-
matics can be linearized using the Jacobian matrix J(θ[s])
that relates joint velocities θ˙ = [θ˙1, θ˙2, , θ˙n] to the end-effector
Cartesian (x, y, z) and angular (γ, β, α) velocities x˙:
x˙ = J(θ)θ˙ (3)
To obtain a linear approximation of the TIM, the null space
of the Jacobian at each average configuration was computed.
J(θ¯u,n,m[s]) ·  = 0 (4)
Where  is the basis vectors matrix, whose dimension is
dTIM = djoints − dtask and θ¯u,n,m[s] is the mean joint







Using the null space basis vector matrix  it’s possible to
project the deviations from the average joint path onto the null
space:
θTIMu,n,m,r [s] = 
T (θu,n,m,r[s]− θ¯u,n,m[s]) (6)
and onto the orthogonal task-relevant manifold (TRM):
θTRMu,n,m,r [s] = (θu,n,m,r[s]− θ¯u,n,m[s])− θTIMu,n,m,r [s]
(7)
In the tracing task presented, the TRM can be visualized
as a combination of joint angle variations that affect task
performance, generating movements of the tool’s end-effector.
The TIM is composed of joint angle variations that will leave
task performance unaltered by leaving the position of the
tool end-effector unchanged. Importantly, while geometrical
orthogonality is not defined between joint angle variations,
if the linearization holds true, a mathematical orthogonal
manifold can always be extracted.
Similarly to Eq. 2, it’s possible to obtain the variance









Where dtask is the task space dimension which represents
the number of Cartesian and angular degrees of freedom that
the users are required to control to perform the task and
depends on the task type. To estimate the users’ capabilities
in exploiting the arm redundancy, without being biased by the
overall joint-space variance, the logarithmic ratio between the







When Rv is positive, users’ variability along the TIM is
higher than VTRM , showing that users’ are exploiting arm
redundancy.
G. Jacobian estimation
When the model of the arm is available, the Jacobian matrix
can be obtained from the concatenation of the homogeneous
matrices that define the forward kinematics and their deriva-
tion. In this study, we use the user specific scaled model
obtained through OpenSim to obtain the analytical expression
of the Jacobian. To apply the UCM analysis, it is necessary to
reduce the dimension of the full rank Jacobian to account for
the task space dimensions that users were trying to control.
The Jacobian is computed with respect to the shoulder
reference frame, which is aligned with the task space frame.
Therefore, to extract the task space positional components
in the x-y plane (see Fig. 2B), it’s possible to extract the
corresponding Jacobian rows. On the other hand, the rotation
that users were required to control (see Fig. 2B) is defined
in the end effector reference frame and corresponds to the
tool pitch angle. With respect to the shoulder reference frame,
depending on the arm configuration, this angle might have
components in all the three rows of the Jacobian rotational
part, consequently, it would be less intuitive to extract the
angle only. The Jacobian was therefore also estimated with
a regression method from the joint angle variations and the
tasks space variables variations, accounting for the positional
and rotational components of T3D, as presented by De Freitas
and Scholz [50]. To validate the numerical estimation, for T2D,
we computed the logarithmic ratio of the variances on both the
analytical and numerical estimation of the Jacobian. For T3D,
only the numerical computation was adopted.
1) Task 2D (T2D):The task space was planar (x− y coor-
dinates) with dtask,T2D = 2, and therefore, only the first
two rows of the Jacobian are considered. The Jacobian


















where the subscript 2D indicates the positional task
space dimensions considered and A refers to the An-
alytical computation of the Jacobian.
In addition, the Jacobian associated with the positional
task space (2D) was also estimated with the regression
method J2D,LSQ.
2) Task 3D (T3D): In T3D, the elements of the Jacobian ma-
trix were estimated with independent linear regressions
6between across-trial joint configurations and the end-
effector tip positions and pitch angle (see Fig. 2B). Each
row of the Jacobian matrix (J3D,LSQ) was computed
separately for each task space dimension and for each
path-normalized sample as follows:
∆pxu,n,m,r[s] = Jx∆θu,n,m,r[s] (12)
∆pyu,n,m,r[s] = Jy∆θu,n,m,r[s] (13)
∆αu,n,m,r[s] = Jα∆θu,n,m,r[s] (14)
Where px, py and α are the user controlled task space
variables, Jx, Jy and Jα are the 1x7 separate rows
of J3D,LSQ, ∆θu,n,m,r is the displacement from the
mean joint configuration and {px, py, α}u,n,m,r are the
displacements from the task space variables for the uth
user, nth task, mth master device and rth repetition.
Under the assumption that the same arm state is defined
for the same path position for each user and repetition,
a system of ten equations corresponding to the 10 task
repetitions can be defined for each line in Eq.12,13,14.
Therefore, for each user, task, normalized frame and
task space dimension, an overdetermined system of 10
equations with 7 unknowns has to be solved to obtain the
corresponding Jacobian row. To improve the condition-
ing of the regression, the space-normalized signals were
binned such that bins of 5 normalized samples were used
to estimate each set of unknowns, thus solving systems
of 50 equations with 7 unknowns using a Least Square
Method (LSQ). Similarly, removing the Jα row, the LSQ
method can be used to estimate the J2D,LSQ.
H. Data Analysis
1) Redundancy Exploitation: We used the Rv value to mea-
sure the joint redundancy exploitation for each experiment and
user in each normalized frame.
To analyze the possible modulation of the level of redun-
dancy exploitation (HP1), and to test if the capability of
efficiently partitioning joint variability in the task relevant and
irrelevant manifolds was influenced by the path characteris-
tics, we evaluated the Rv along the normalized path. The
trajectories of the two tasks were divided into eight parts,
characterized by three levels of absolute curvature (Fig. 3.1)
that were analytically obtained for each point along the bi-
dimensional trajectories as in Buzzi et al. [13].
We used the Liellefors test (α = 0.05) to evaluate the
normality of the Rv distributions for each normalized sample
[s] in each experiment among the seven users. Since the
distributions were normal, the mean Rv trajectories and the
corresponding standard deviations in the four experimental
conditions were obtained at each sth space-normalized sample.
No significant trends were found in the Rv throughout
the path, and therefore, the Rv mean values (R¯vu,n,m) were







To test differences between master devices (HP2) and tasks
(HP3), as well as evaluating the differences between the two
Jacobian computation methods, we fitted a 3-way repeated-
measures ANOVA model with mean Rv as dependent vari-
able, task type, master device, and Jacobian computation
method as fixed-effect within-user main independent factors;
the interaction effects between the main factors were also
evaluated. In this analysis, we compared the mean Rv for all
the experiments when a 3D task space is considered.
Focusing on T3D, the R¯v was computed considering both
the 2D positional task space (x-y) and considering the addi-
tional tool orientation (x-y-α). To evaluate the differences in
the Rv introduced by the task space dimension, a follow up
analysis was conducted on T3D. Using the LSQ Jacobian esti-
mation method only, a 2-way repeated measures ANOVA was
used to describe the data distributions in T3D in which master
device and task space dimension as well as their interaction
are the fixed effect independent within users factors.
2) Error metrics: During the tasks execution, we evaluated
the following metrics:
• Positional error (d): for both T2D and T3D, we computed
the planar Euclidean distance (x− y) between the tool’s
end-effector tip and the closest point along the central






With tx and ty x and y coordinates of the closest point
on the path center line in the [s] space normalized frame.
• Angular error (ψ): for T3D only, the angular displace-
ment between the tool end effector pitch angle and the
tangent to the path pitch angle in the closest point along
the path was evaluated (Fig. 1.B).
ψu,n,m,r[s] = pαu,n,m,r[s]− tαu,n,m,r[s] (17)
Where tα is the pitch angle of the tangent to the curve.
The normality of the distribution of d and ψ for each space
normalized stamp among users and repetitions was tested
(Liellefors test α = 0.05). Since the distributions were normal,
the median d¯ and ψ¯ curves were extracted for each experiment.
To test the correlation between Rv and the error metrics
(d for T2D and T3D and ψ for T3D) through the path, the
Pearson linear correlation coefficient was computed for each
experiment and user. Moreover, as a measure of the general
correlation, we computed the Perason linear correlation be-
tween the mean Rv and the mean position (d) and orientation
error (ψ) throughout all the users acquired.
The mean d and ψ values among the ten repetitions and
users were extracted for each experiment to test differences
between master devices and tasks for d and between master
devices only for ψ. Therefore, for the positional error d we
fitted a 2-way repeated-measures ANOVA model with task
type and master device as fixed effect within users independent
factors. For the orientation error ψ, we used a 1-way repeated-
measures ANOVA model with master device as fixed effect
withing user independent factor.
7III. RESULTS
A. Redundancy Exploitation
We first focused on the analysis of the redundancy exploita-
tion associated with the bi-dimensional tool position only,
for both tasks, regardless of differences in the task space
dimension. Fig. 3 shows the Rv modulation throughout the
trajectories for the different master devices in the two tasks.
For T2D, the Rv was computed using J2D,A and J2D,LSQ
(dashed line), and for T3D only J2D,A is presented. The color
Fig. 3. (HP1) A. The curvature regions in the two tasks. B. Mean
positional Rv and standard deviations through the trajectories while
teleoperating with Sigma (in red) and Omni (in blue). The shaded
regions represent the standard deviations.
bars at the top and bottom of the graphs correspond to the
levels of curvature. Since the highest curvature part of the path
(dark green) was missing from T3D, the corresponding parts of
the graphs were left empty. A modulation of Rv can be seen in
T2D, where at the beginning and at the end of the path, users
generally showed higher values with respect to other sections.
Moreover, Rv slightly increased in the central part of the path.
On the other hand, in T3D, users did not show any noticeable
change in their exploitation of the arm redundancy; in fact, in
this case, the Rv did not change throughout the path.
From the comparison between the two Jacobian compu-
tation methods that is presented in Fig. 3.B, in T2D, the
LSQ method seems able to follow the Analytical computation
within the variability range.
Fig. 4 shows the Rv for T2D and T3D performed with
the different master devices. The graph shows a comparison
between the Rv values for the positional task variables only
(2D) obtained using the two Jacobian estimation methods:
Analytical (A) and Least Square regression (LSQ). The results
of the three-way ANOVA analysis performed are reported in
Table I. Users showed higher R¯v values associated with the
TABLE I
EFFECTS OF TASK, MASTER DEVICE AND JACOBIAN COMPUTATION
METHOD ON R¯v ASSOCIATED WITH THE POSITIONAL TASK DIMENSIONS
Source df F P
Tasks 1 12.06 0.0009
Master Devices 1 2.10 0.154
Jacobian type 1 1.53 0.225
Tasks*Master Devices 1 1.09 0.303
Tasks*Jacobian type 1 0 0.988
Master Devices*Jacobian type 1 0.01 0.913
Tasks*Master Devices*Jacobian type 1 0.58 0.452
Total 54
Fig. 4. (HP2 & HP3) Rv distribution among the experiments: T2D
and T3D performed with the hybrid parallel/serial link robot and with the
serial link one, computed using the analytical Jacobian (J2D,A) and
with the Least Squares Jacobian (J2D,LSQ). The boxplots represent
median values, first and third quartiles and minimal and maximal values.
The statistical differences are depicted using lines and stars.
positional aspects of the task execution while performing the
second task and this difference was statistically significant
(p < 0.001). No differences were found between the Rv values
obtained using the Analytical and the Least Square Jacobian
estimation or between master devices.
In the second part of the analysis, we focused on T3D,
studying the contribution of the tool end-effector orientation
(α) to the redundancy exploitation. Fig. 5 shows the R¯v
distributions for T3D, computed considering the positional task
space variables only (2D) and with the additional rotational
task space variable (3D). When accounting for the rotational
task space variable, users showed higher R¯v values with
respect to the 2D case, and this difference was significant
(p < 0.05). Users showed roughly the same capability of
exploiting the arm redundancy while teleoperating with the
two master devices (Sigma/Omni) and no interaction effect
was found either (see Table II).
B. Error metrics
Fig. 6 shows the mean positional error changes though the
path for T2D and T3D. The orientation error, described by
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EFFECTS OF MASTER DEVICE AND TASK SPACE DIMENSION ON R¯v
ASSOCIATED WITH T3D
Source df F P
Master Devices 1 0.01 0.910
Task Space Dimension 1 4.31 0.048
Tasks Dimension *Master Devices 1 0.67 0.420
Total 27
ψ is reported for T3D only. For the positional error, a clear
trend can be seen in T2D for both master devices: the error
decreases in correspondence with the high curvature parts
of the path and increases when moving along the straight
parts, almost symmetrically with respect to the normalized
progression along the path. Similar behavior can be seen for
the positional error in T3D, in which users showed minimal
error when re-engaging the path after the open ends.
For ψ in T3D, trends are less evident, but, as expected, the
angular displacement between the end-effector direction and
the tangent to the path was minimal on the straight portions
of the path.
Table III shows the correlation indexes (ρ) between Rv and
d and ψ in the four experiments among the users as well as the
correlations between the mean Rv values and the mean d and
ψ curves. Although users’ performance was characterized by
different levels of correlation, the mean curves suggest that the
positional error (d) correlates negatively with the Rv changes
in T2D for both master devices. Regarding T3D, both d¯ and
ψ¯ showed very little correlation with the R¯v modulation, but
this is very likely due to the absence of modulation in the Rv
and error values in T3D.
Finally, regarding the positional error d, the ANOVA re-
Fig. 5. (HP3) Differences in the Rv distribution among users between
different master devices and task space variables considered. In red the
results obtained considering the positional only task variables (J2D)
and in green when also the tool rotation is accounted (J3D). The
boxplots represent median values, first and third quartiles and minimal
and maximal values.
Fig. 6. Error metrics (d and ψ) mean for T2D and T3D . In red the
hybrid parallel-serial link master device (Sigma) and in blue the serial
link master device (Omni). The shaded regions represent the standard
deviations.
TABLE III
PEARSON’S CORRELATIONS COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN Rv AND d OR ψ.
ALL THE ρ ARE SIGNIFICANT (p < 0.001)
T2D - d T3D - d T3D - ψ
User Sigma Omni Sigma Omni Sigma Omni
1 -0.18 -0.46 0.35 -0.14 0.35 -0.09
2 -0.75 0.58 -0.51 0.11 -0.51 0.36
3 -0.18 0.11 0.07 -0.26 0.07 0.14
4 -0.79 -0.86 -0.01 -0.12 -0.01 0.42
5 -0.52 -0.14 -0.22 0.18 -0.22 0.30
6 -0.49 -0.67 -0.45 0.18 -0.45 -0.28
7 -0.85 -0.77 -0.13 0.21 0.20 -0.16
Median -0.81 -0.91 -0.45 -0.05 0.11 0.46
sults showed no statistical difference between T2D and T3D
(F1,22 = 1, p = 0.33) nor between Sigma and Omni (F1,22 =
0.04, p = 0.84). In the same way, for ψ, the 1-way ANOVA
showed no statistical difference between Sigma and Omni
(F1,22 = 1.5, p = 0.25).
IV. DISCUSSION
We used the UCM analysis to investigate how different task
constraints and master devices influence users’ exploitation
of arm redundancy. We found a significant modulation in
the level of redundancy exploitation throughout the path in
the positional task but less significant in the mixed position-
orientation one. We used two Jacobian estimation methods
(analytical and least square regression) and found that they
were equally able to estimate the Rv values in the positional
task. During the execution of the position-orientation task,
users achieved higher values of redundancy exploitation. Sur-
prisingly, no significant differences were found between the
two master devices tested in both tasks. We also analyzed
task performance: no significant difference was found between
the master devices, and users achieved the best performance
in the positional task while maximizing the arm redundancy
exploitation.
9A. Redundancy Exploitation
HP1: Rv modulation - We first analyzed the Rv modulation
through the two tasks paths, and found a significant modulation
of Rv for T2D, but a constant level of redundancy exploitation
for T3D. While no modulation in the redundancy exploitation
was found for free-hand reaching movements [31], [48], more
recent studies showed significant changes in the mean Rv
values with respect to the movement direction during planar
teleoperated reaching task [34]. Nisky et al. observed a small
reduction in the level of redundancy exploitation in the central
part of reaching movements, and this trend is particularly
clear for novices in free-hand and teleoperated task execution.
Expert teleoperators, instead, showed flatter Rv profiles, es-
pecially while teleoperating similarly to what was observed
in T3D. However, the substantial differences between the
traditional tasks and the eight-shaped path that we investigated
in the current study, make it very difficult to compare our
results with the existing literature. The task that we analyzed is
more complex with respect to traditional reaching movements,
and following each point along the path requires continuous
changes in the direction of movement. Moreover, during the
eight-shaped task execution, users relied on visual feedback,
and the task required precision along the entire path, rather
than just the endpoint in reaching. This required and allowed
for on-line adjustments and corrections that are absent during
faster goal-oriented reaching and pointing tasks.
The results of T2D, showed that users were maximizing the
redundancy exploitation especially around the task’s starting
point rather than trying to compensate for the path’s different
movement directions or curvatures. It seems that, in T2D,
users weren’t capable of maintaining high levels of arm
redundancy exploitation adapting to the different part of the
path, instead, freezing to the initial kinematic solution, their
redundancy exploitation performance decreased as they moved
away from the starting point [51]. A reason that could explain
this behavior can be found in the fact that, at the beginning
of each repetition, users were able to freely reconfigure their
arm position and orientation to adopt the kinematic solution
that best fitted the starting position. As users moved away
from the starting point, their capabilities in exploiting the arm
redundancy decreased.
On the other hand, the Rv modulation in T3D is flatter: in
this task, users were allowed to reconfigure their arm position
as well as the end effector orientation after the first half of the
path. This could have contributed to the increase in the users’
capabilities in maximizing Rv . While performing T3D, users
were able to maximize the ratio between the task irrelevant
manifold and the task relevant manifold associated with the
end-effector x-y position to a higher extent with respect to
T2D. On the other hand, analyzing the differences between the
R¯v profiles within the first half of the path, it is clear that the
the possibility of reconfiguring the arm pose in correspondence
with the path’s open ends can’t be the only factor that modified
the users’ redundancy exploitation. Reasons to explain the R¯v
flatness in the first half of T3D must, therefore, lie in the task
constraints and characteristics.
HP2: Differences between master devices - Regarding the
hypothesis of differences in the Rv modulation introduced
by the two master devices architectures, apart from an offset
between the two profiles, in both T2D and T3D, Sigma and
Omni allowed for very similar trends. This result suggests
that the variation in the redundancy exploitation through the
path isn’t affected by the different master devices dynamics
that are eventually even-out by the CNS. Looking at the mean
distributions, the differences in the Rv between the two master
devices tested are non-significant. Nevertheless, trends can be
seen in both tasks and, interestingly, while in T2D the Omni
master device shows higher values of R¯v , in T3D the difference
direction is opposite; in both cases, the differences in the mean
values are hidden by large between users’ variability. Previous
studies showed that the manipulators’ dynamic proprieties can
influence performance and control strategies with respect to
free-hand and unconstrained motion [34], [52]. Despite the
mechanical and dynamical differences between Sigma and
Omni, our results suggest that the differences in the kinematic
solution adopted by users may require higher statistical power
to be investigated. On the other hand, differences in the master
devices could also be evened out by dynamic adaptation (as
described in [13]) that would allow for similar Rv modulations
and mean values.
HP3: Influence of task constraints - We showed that no
significant differences were found between the mean Rv
estimated with the Analytical Jacobian (J2D,A) and the one
obtained with the least square regression (J2D,LSQ) when the
same task space dimension is compared (x-y end-effector po-
sition). This result confirms that the two Jacobian estimations
are similar [50].
Significant differences between task space dimensions were
found in the mean Rv in T3D when the end-effector orientation
is considered in the task space. J3D,LSQ is therefore capable
of accounting for the additional portion of joint variability that
users were employing to minimize the angular displacement
between the tool end-effector direction and the tangent to the
path. Similar results were observed in pistol shooting [38] and
golf swing [39] experiments: users were utilizing part of the
joint variability to finely control the tools orientation rather
than its sole position. On the other hand, contrary to previous
studies [39], [41], the level of redundancy exploitation is
constant through the task execution. This is likely because our
tracing task requires a continuous control over the tool orien-
tation, whereas golf and table-tennis players must coordinate
their arm kinematics especially when the club/racket hits the
ball.
Comparing the R¯v between T2D and T3D, it appears that
users were able to elicit higher levels of redundancy ex-
ploitation when performing the most challenging task. This
surprising result may have several explanation: it is possible
that users, being more challenged by the second task, were
also more inclined to explore a higher number of possible kine-
matic solutions. This difference in the level of task redundancy
exploitation could be also related with the higher intrinsic
motivation that users experience when challenged with a more
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complex motor task [53]–[55].
B. Error metrics
The results of the error metric analysis showed that users
performance changed through the path. These changes are
especially evident in the positional error, that shows similar
behaviors for both master devices. Similarly to Rv , the po-
sitional error increases while moving away from the initial
point, reaching its peaks in the straight and low curvature parts
of the path. Regarding the orientation error (ψ), as expected,
users committed the smallest errors when teleoperating in the
straight parts of the task where the changes in the tangent to
the path are limited.
Interestingly, no significant differences were found between
the errors, both positional and orientational, that users commit-
ted using the hybrid parallel-serial master device (Sigma) and
the serial one (Omni). Although being characterized by sig-
nificantly different structures, dynamics and costs, the users’
performance with the two master devices are comparable. A
reason for this could be found in the fact that the tasks studied
weren’t complex enough to stress the capabilities of each
master device.
The results of the correlation analysis showed that different
users adopted different strategies to limit the positional and
orientational error, both for T2D and T3D. On the other hand,
looking at the correlations between mean Rv and mean d,
it seems that, regardless of the master device used, when
users showed the maximal redundancy exploitation, they also
committed the smallest positional errors. The same ability to
increase the ratio between TIM and TRM without deteriorating
task performance was observed also in expert stone knappers
[56], music players [57] and golfers [58]. This trend, which is
particularly evident in T2D, is absent in T3D. In this case, the
lack of variation in Rv , as well as in the performance metrics
may have limited the capabilities of finding correlations.
Moreover, the mixed positional and orientational constraint
introduced in T3D may have influenced the strategies that
users adopted during teleoperation, leading to more complex
relations between the task space performance metrics and the
redundancy exploitation.
The strong correlation between performance and arm re-
dundancy exploitation is a clear sign of the importance of
this motor property: advantageous master devices should not
limit or modify arm kinematics. On the other hand, modern
teleoperation consoles, such as the one adopted in the Da
Vinci Robot, employ arm rests to increase user comfort and
reduce muscular fatigue. While laying the forearm on the
armrest, surgeons might limit their capabilities in finding the
arm configuration that would allow for the maximization of
the ratio between task unrelated and task related variability.
Future studies are needed to consider the possible tradeoffs in
using armrests, including fixed and dynamic support [59]
C. Limitations and future work
An important limitation of the UCM approach is the coor-
dinate sensitivity of the computational procedures that define
the task relevant and irrelevant manifolds [29]. The structure
of the observed variability is defined in a coordinate space
which is arbitrarily selected by the researcher among multiple
others. For example, in arm joint variability, choosing absolute
or relative angles to describe the joints can yield to different
results. When the structure of variability is evaluated in the
result space defined by the task, i.e. using the TNC analysis,
a sensitivity to changes in the coordinates frame exists, but is
far less severe [29].
To solve these issues, a coordinate-independent formulation
of the UCM analysis was recently proposed [30]. Campolo
et al. exploited a particular type of kinetic energy metric
originally proposed in [60] to study the level of redundancy
exploitation during a static pointing task performed with an
hand-handled tool. The choice of a left-invariant metric, which
is independent from the frames used to describe the tool
kinematics, allowed to estimate a coordinate-independent level
of redundancy exploitation in a static task. This successful ex-
tension of the UCM analysis was applied to date to static tasks
only, and future studies are needed to adopt this promising
framework to the analysis of dynamic tasks such as following
a path (tracing) or a trajectory (tracking).
In the present work, we performed a comparative analysis
of different tasks and conditions, with the aim of underling
the effects of different master interfaces and tasks constraints
rather than striving to obtain absolute estimations of the
level of redundancy exploitation. We, focused on expanding
the existing literature regarding the effects of mixed posi-
tional/orientational constraints over arm redundancy, exploit-
ing analytical techniques that have been already employed for
non-static tasks [61], [62]. While coordinate-dependency still
represents a non-negligible limitation of the present work, the
comparative nature of the analysis should make it less sensitive
to changes in the joints reference frames. Future studies are
needed to develop a coordinate-independent metric similar to
[30] that would be appropriate for our current task and for
future studies with surgical tasks.
Another limitation of our study is its power. The number
of users that took part in the experiments was small which
reduced the statistical power of some of the analysis con-
ducted. Further studies should therefore focus on extending
the analysis to a higher number of participants.
The absence of differences in terms of both performance
and redundancy exploitation between the master devices tested
should be further analyzed. First, in order to study how users
cope with substantially different kinematics, ergonomics and
workspaces, it would be interesting to extend the analysis
to other master devices (i.e. the Da Vinci master console).
Moreover, it would be interesting to evaluate how the use of
an arm rest would affect users capability of exploiting arm
redundancy. Secondly, the introduction of more complex tasks,
characterized by higher task space dimensions, would allow
to stress the effects of the different kinematic and dynamic
characteristics on the motor strategies adopted by the users.
The methods adopted in the present work could also be used
to estimate how the additional task space dimensions would
modify the users’ redundancy exploitation.
Additionally, in the present work, no differences were found
among users, who were all novice teleoperators. Previous
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studies showed how experienced and novice users adopt
different arm redundancy exploitation strategies. Therefore, it
would be interesting to study how users with different levels
of familiarity and skills in teleoperation would cope with
differences in the task constraint and task space dimensions.
Moreover, the possibility of having multiple experimental
sessions for each user, would allow to apply the UCM analysis
to study how the level of redundancy exploitation changes
throughout the learning process.
V. CONCLUSION
We used the UCM analysis to explore the differences
induced by diverse task space dimensions and constraints
and two master devices on teleoperators capabilities on the
exploitation of the arm redundancy. We validated different
algorithms to estimate the Jacobian matrix associated with
the motion, and found significant differences between different
tasks space dimensions. We found that users maximized the
ratio between task irrelevant and task relevant variability es-
pecially in the more complex task, characterized by positional
and rotational task space variables, regardless of the mechani-
cal differences in the type of master device. Moreover, during
the execution of the 2D task, users showed the lowest posi-
tional error while maximizing their arm redundancy, showing
a positive correlation between performance and redundancy
exploitation.
The present work represents a first step towards an in
depth understanding of the mechanisms that regulate motor
control during the execution of complex teleoperation tasks.
The results showed how, for the tasks studied, substantially
different master devices led to similar outcomes both in terms
of performance and arm redundancy exploitation and how
teleoperators can take advance of an additional portion of arm
redundancy during mixed positional-orientational tasks.
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